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ABSTRACT Cloud computing is a burgeoning paradigm that offers reliable and adaptive infrastructure to

the data owner who shares his data with the data user through the cloud server. In the data sharing process,

the integrity of the data stored in the cloud faces serious threats. The provable data possession schemes ensure

that a cloud server provider proves to a third party auditor that it is truthfully storing data from the data owner.

However, the PKI-based provable data possession scheme suffers the management issue of the certificates

and the identity-based provable data possession scheme causes an inherent key escrow problem. In this

paper, we put forward an efficient privacy-preserving certificateless provable data possession scheme based

on certificateless cryptography and elliptic curve cryptography, which has been proved to be unforgeable

against adaptive chosen message attacks in the random oracle model. At the same time, the data integrity

can be audited by the third party auditor without downloading the whole data. The proposed scheme gives

away no information of the stored data to the third party auditor during the audit phase and the data owner’s

identity privacy is protected. The experiment results show that the proposed scheme is of efficiency and

feasibility as far as computation and communication costs are concerned.

INDEX TERMS Cloud storage, privacy preserving, provable data possession, certificateless cryptography.

I. INTRODUCTION

In recent years, scholars as well as industry practitioners

have expressed increasing interest in cloud computing [1].

Cloud storage, as an integral part of cloud computing, has

been frequently used for people to store their data, producing

advantages in abundance. For illustration, the data owner no

longer needs to deal with plenty of data.Moreover, it becomes

convenient to access data wherever the data user’s geograph-

ical location is.

Nonetheless, the outsourced data in cloud are exposed to

security threats [2]. An untrustworthy cloud service provider

might abandon or adjust the data for the sake of space or

for personal gains respectively. Accordingly, the data user

should be guaranteed that their data will be stored in the cloud

server as they originally are. In other words, the cloud service
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providers are supposed to take the responsibility of keeping

the data user’s data integrity.

As regards traditional cryptographic methods of auditing

data integrity, a local copy of the data (which the data user

does not have) is an imperative or the entire data need

downloading, which apparently is a waste of communication

bandwidth. Therefore, the provable data possession (PDP)

scheme is designed to solve the above problem. With audit-

ing, the data user with no local copy of data or direct control

of data can remotely audit the integrity of their data stored

in the cloud. Aimed at making audit greatly convenient and

energy efficient, a third party auditor was introduced, which

receives and implements the auditing delegation from the data

user. Such an entity at hand, the client side can be relieved of

some burden.

Until now, lots of PDP schemes [3]–[27] have been

put forward. However, most present PDP schemes [3]–[9]

on the basis of public key infrastructure (PKI) are faced with

certificate management problem. Against such a background,
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identity-based PDP schemes [10]–[15] have been pro-

posed. Unfortunately, these schemes [10]–[15] suffer from

key escrow problem. Namely, the key generation cen-

ter (KGC) can produce all private keys for the users. There-

fore, the certificateless provable data possession (CLPDP)

schemes [16]–[27] have been proposed to address the above-

mentioned problems. Despite there are significant advances,

the CLPDP schemes [16]–[27] based on the bilinear pairing

and map-to-point hash operations are still time consuming.

In addition, some CLPDP schemes [16]–[18] don’t protect

data privacy considering the third party auditor has access to

the data owner’s data after solving a series of linear equa-

tions [5]. Meanwhile, the real identities of the data owner is

exposed in the CLPDP schemes [16]–[27], which brings seri-

ous security and privacy threats to users. Therefore, the data

owner’s data and identity privacy ought to be duly considered

in the CLPDP schemes.

To achieve enhanced security and improvement in per-

formance, an efficient privacy-preserving CLPDP scheme

is built in this paper. The main contributions are presented

below.
• First, based on elliptic curve cryptography (ECC) and

certificateless cryptography [28], we propose an effi-

cient privacy-preserving CLPDP scheme. The proposed

scheme meets provable data possession that a third party

auditor checks the integrity of the data stored in the

cloud. In addition, the proposed scheme avoids the cer-

tificate management problem found in the PKI-based

PDP schemes and the key escrow problem found in the

identity-based PDP schemes.

• Second, security analysis shows that the proposed

scheme is provably secure in the random oracle model.

Meanwhile, the proposed scheme achieves data privacy

preservation and leaks no the identify information of the

data owner.

• Finally, the proposed scheme is the first CLPDP scheme

without employing bilinear pairing and map-to-point

hash operations. The computational and communica-

tional performance is estimated via quantitative cal-

culations. Compared with the other CLPDP schemes,

the computation cost and communication cost of the

proposed scheme are the lowest.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows.

In Section II, we review related work. Some preliminaries are

offered in Sections III. In Section IV, the proposed CLPDP

scheme is described in details. The security analysis for

the proposed scheme is presented in Section V. Section VI

provides the performance evaluation. Finally, we come to the

conclusions in Section VII.

II. RELATED WORK

Traditional cryptographic methods for integrity checking of

data fail to examine the integrity of outsourced data, since

it does not make sense to download data from the cloud

server for verification (e.g., costly and security considera-

tions). Accordingly, provable data possession (PDP) has been

suggested as a solution, which allows remote integrity veri-

fication without downloading data from cloud. Specifically

speaking, Ateniese et al. [3] established a PDP scheme for the

first time and applied the random sampling method to audit

the data stored in cloud. Soon after Shacham and Waters [4]

proposed the first PDP scheme using BLS signature [29],

which was provably secure and could audit data integrity.

Wang et al. [5] supplied a privacy-preserving public verifica-

tion PDP scheme according to the randommasking technique

and the homomorphic linear authenticator. To better security

and performance, several public auditing schemes have been

proposed [6]–[9]. Nonetheless, all PDP schemes based on tra-

ditional PKI mechanism are stuck in certificate management.

The ID-based PDP schemes had been proposed to address

the problem mentioned above. Based on the ID-based cryp-

tography [30], Wang et al. [10] firstly presented an ID-based

PDP scheme, where the identity of the user was treated

as a public key, and the private key was genereted by a

trusted KGC. Besides, Yu et al. [11] supplied an ID-based

PDP scheme to achieve perfect privacy protection using

zero knowledge proof. To realize data integrity auditing in

a private preserving, delegated and public remote manner,

Wang et al. [12] proposed an ID-based proxy-oriented data

uploading and PDP scheme. Later on, Wang et al. [13]

provided an incentive and unconditionally anonymous ID-

based PDP scheme, which enabled users to expose bad

events with their identity privacy protected. Li et al. [14] put

forward a fuzzy ID-based PDP scheme that simplified the

complex key management for reliable cloud storage systems.

Zhang et al. [15] proposed an ID-based PDP scheme to real-

ize efficient user revocation. However, these ID-based PDP

schemes [10]–[15] existed the key escrow problem, where

users’ private keys are generated and known by the KGC.

Facing the problems of key escrow, certificateless PDP

schemes has been proposed. Incorporating the certificate-

less cryptography [28], Wang et al. [16] invented a CLPDP

scheme to tackle the key escrow problem. In their scheme,

the KGC would by no means compromise the users’ private

keys by creating partial keys only. However, He et al. [17],

who pointed out that Wang et al.’s CLPDP scheme [16] was

not secure against the type I adversary, suggested a CLPDP

scheme instead. Zhang et al. [18] presented a CLPDP scheme

against malicious verifiers to ensure the integrity of data.

But Wang et al. [23] found that Zhang et al.’s scheme [18]

had some security flaws and gave an improved scheme. For

the sake of efficiency, Kim and Jeong [22] put forward a

CLPDP scheme with constant verification time. However, all

the previous schemes [16]–[18] fail to preserve data privacy

given the fact that the verifier can access users’ data by

solving linear equations of the system. Therefore, secure and

more efficient CLPDP schemes [19]–[21] which preserve

data privacy have been presented. But, Liao et al. [24] pointed

out that he et al.’s CLPDP scheme [20] is unsafe. In addition,

in 2018, Li et al. [25] introduced a CLPDP scheme for

shared group data, but it disclosed users’ identities and data

to the third party. By virtue of the zero-knowledge proof
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TABLE 1. Notations.

and randomization method, Yang et al. [26] constructed a

privacy-preserving certificateless provable group shared data

possession protocol. In order to achieve multi-user privacy

protection, in 2019, Wu et al. [27] proposed a CLPDP under

multiple users.

In summary, the PDP schemes [3]–[9] based on PKI

face some issues on certificate management, while the

identify-based PDP schemes [10]–[15] suffer from the

key escrow issue. To solve above challenges, the CLPDP

schemes [16]–[27] have been proposed. However, these

schemes [16]–[27] require bilinear pairing and map-to-point

hash operations which incur a huge burden of calculation.

Therefore, we propose an efficient CLPDP scheme without

bilinear pairing and map-to-point hash operations. In addi-

tion, the proposed scheme can protect the identity of the data

owner and leak no stored data to verifiers during verification.

III. PRELIMINARIES

In this section, the preliminaries related to the proposed

scheme are introduced, including the system model, ellip-

tic curve, security assumption, security model and security

requirements.

A. SYSTEM MODEL

As illustrated in Figure 1, the system model considers five

entities, namely a key generation center (KGC), a data owner

(DO), a cloud service provider (CSP), a data user (DU) and a

third party auditor (TPA). Table 1 exhibits the notations used

in this paper.

• KGC: It represents a trusted entity that generates the

system parameters and themaster key, and uses the DO’s

identity to generate the partial key.

• DO: It intends to keep his/her data in the CSP. The DO

generates his/her secret value and public key. Further,

the DO generates the tags of his/her date and uploads

them to the CSP.

FIGURE 1. System model.

• CSP: It’s a semi-trusted entity that is used to store and

process the received data. Meanwhile, the CSP might

sometimes mislead the DU into believing that the data

remain unchanged when delete or modify instead.

• DU: It wants to access and operate data in the CSP.

Before any utilization, the DU needs to check the

integrity of the data stored in the cloud by sending an

audit request to the TPA.

• TPA: It’s a semi-trusted entity standing for the DU to

audit data integrity. The TPA forwards a challenging

message to the CSP, and then the CSP returns proof

based on the challenging message. The TPA can audit

data integrity by checking the validity of proof.

The proposed scheme consists of three phases: key genera-

tion phase, tag generation phase, and audit phase. The details

of these phases are described as follows.

Key generation phase. This phase is composed of the

Setup, PartialKeyGen, SecretValueGen and PublicKeyGen

algorithms.

• Setup. The KGC executes the algorithm, which inputs

the security parameter k , and outputs the system param-

eters params and the master key λ.

• PartialKeyGen. The KGC executes the algorithm, which

inputs the master key λ and the identity IDi of the DOi,

and outputs the DOi’s pseudo identity PIDi and the

partial keys {Di, yi}.

• SecretValueGen. The DOi executes the algorithm, which

randomly selects xi as the secret value for the DOi.

• PublicKeyGen. The DOi executes the algorithm, which

inputs the DOi’s secret value xi, and outputs the DOi’s

public key {Di,Xi}.

Tag generation phase. This phase is composed of the

TagGen algorithm.

• TagGen. The DOi executes the algorithm, which inputs

the DOi’s partial key {Di, yi}, the secret value xi and the

data M , and outputs the tags σ of data M .

Audit phase. This phase consists of the Challenge,

ProofGen and Verify algorithms.
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• Challenge. The TPA executes the algorithm, which

inputs the count c of challenging data blocks, and out-

puts the challenging message chal.

• ProofGen. The CSP executes the algorithm, which

inputs the challenging data blocks, the tags of challeng-

ing data blocks and the challenging message chal, and

outputs the data integrity proof proof .

• Verify. The TPA executes the algorithm, which inputs the

data integrity proof proof , the challenging message chal

and the DOi’s public key {Di,Xi}. If proof is correct,

the algorithm outputs 1; otherwise it outputs 0.

B. ELLIPTIC CURVE

The concept of elliptic curve cryptography (ECC) was pro-

posed by Miller [31] and Koblitz [32]. Given a large prime q,

the Fq is a prime finite field. The equation y2 = x3 + ax + b

mod q defines the elliptic curve E over Fq, where a, b ∈ Fq
and 1=4a3 + 27b2 mod q 6= 0. The infinite point O

and all point on E over Fq form an additive group G. Let

kP = P+P+· · ·+P(k times) express a scalar multiplication

operation, where P is a generator of G.

C. SECURITY ASSUMPTION

Elliptic curve discrete logarithm (ECDL) problem: Given

two random elements P,Q ∈ G, the ECDL problem is to

compute an integer x ∈ Z
∗
q, such that Q = x · P.

Elliptic curve discrete logarithm (ECDL) assumption:

There are no polynomial-time algorithms to solve the ECDL

problem with non-negligible probability.

D. SECURITY MODEL

In our security model, there are three types of unbounded

adversaries namelyA1,A2 andA3. BothA1 andA2 attempt

to forge the data’s tags. Type I adversary A1 doesn’t access

the master key but can replace the public key of the user with

random value. Type II adversary A2 has access the master

key but can’t replace the public key of user. Additionally,

the type III adversaryA3, who deemed as the untrusted CSP,

aims to forge the integrity proof without correct data to pass

the verification.

The security of a CLPDP scheme is defined by the follow-

ing three games between a challenger C and three adversaries

A1, A2 and A3 respectively. The following queries can be

made by A1, A2 and A3 adversaries.
• Hash query. The adversarymakes a hash query, C returns

a random value to the adversary.

• Partial key query. The adversary makes a partial key

queries on the pseudo identity PIDi, C performs the

PartialKeyGen algorithm to compute the partial key

(Di, yi) for PIDi and returns it to the adversary.

• Secret value query. The adversary makes a secret value

queries on the pseudo identity PIDi, C performs the

SecretValueGen algorithm to obtain the secret value for

PIDi and returns it to the adversary.

• Public key query. The adversary makes a public key

queries on the pseudo identity PIDi, C performs the

PublicKeyGen algorithm to generate the public key for

PIDi and returns it to the adversary.

• Public key replacement query. The adversary chooses a

new public key (D′
i,X

′
i ) for PIDi and replaces the old

public key (Di,Xi) by (D
′
i,X

′
i ).

• Tag query. The adversary makes a tag queries on the

block (ml, idl) under (PIDi,Di,Xi), C performs the

TagGen algorithm to obtain the tag for ml and returns

it to the adversary.

Game 1. This game is played by C and A1.

Setup: C runs the Setup algorithm to generate the system

parameters and the master key. C sends the system parameters

to A1 and keeps the master key secretly.

Queries: A1 adaptively makes the hash, partial key, secret

value, public key, public key replacement and tag query to C.

Forgery: Finally, A1 outputs a forged tag (s∗,R∗) on

(m∗, id∗) under (PID∗,D∗,X∗).

If the following conditions are satisfied,A1 wins the game.

• (s∗,R∗) is valid for the block (m∗, id∗) under

(PID∗,D∗,X∗).

• A1 doesn’t make the partial key query on PID∗.

• A1 doesn’t make the secret value query on PID∗ and

substitute the public key of PID∗ simultaneously.

• A1 doesn’t make the tag query on (m∗, id∗) under

(PID∗,D∗,X∗).

Game 2. This game is played by C and A2.

Setup: C runs the Setup algorithm to obtain the system

parameters and the master key. C sends the system parameters

and the master key to A2.

Queries:A2 adaptivelymakes the hash, secret value, public

key and tag query to C.

Forgery: Finally, A2 outputs a forged tag (s∗,R∗) on

(m∗, id∗) under (PID∗,D∗,X∗).

If the following conditions are satisfied,A1 wins the game.

• (s∗,R∗) is valid for the block (m∗, id∗) under

(PID∗,D∗,X∗).

• A2 doesn’t make the secret value query on PID∗.

• A2 doesn’t make the tag query on (m∗, id∗) under

(PID∗,D∗,X∗).

Definition 1: A CLPDP scheme is secure against forg-

ing tag attack, if there is no any adversary A (A1 or A2)

which wins the Game 1 and Game 2 with a non-negligible

probability.

Game 3. This game is played by C and A3.

Setup: C runs the Setup algorithm to generate the system

parameters and the master key. C sends the system parameters

to A3 and keeps the master key secretly.

Queries: A3 adaptively makes the hash, partial key, secret

value, public key, public key replacement and tag query to C.

Challenge: C generates a random challenging mes-

sage chal and sends it to A3.

Forgery: Finally, A3 outputs a data integrity proof proof

for chal.

If proof without correct data can pass the verification,

A3 wins the game.
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Definition 2: A CLPDP scheme is secure against forging

proof attack, if there is no any adversary A3 which wins the

Game 3 with a non-negligible probability.

E. SECURITY REQUIREMENTS

The purpose of the proposed scheme is to achieve the follow-

ing security requirements simultaneously

• Public verifiability. It means that the TPA can audit the

integrity of the DU’s data.

• Blockless verification. It means that the TPA can

audit the integrity of all desired blocks immediately

by checking a block (linear combination of all those

blocks).

• Data privacy preservation. It means that any adversary

or curious verifier can’t obtain the data stored in the CSP

during the audit integrity process.

• Identify privacy preservation and traceability. It means

that the DO’s real identity isn’t disclosed during the

auditing procedures. When the DO uploads forged data

to the CSP, no entity can obtain the real identity of

the DO by analyzing transmitted messages except the

KGC.

IV. THE PROPOSED SCHEME

In this section, we present the concrete construction for our

CLPDP scheme in detail. Specially, the KGC first registers

the DO and generates the corresponding pseudo identity

and partial key according to the DO’s real identity in key

generation phase. After then, the DO uploads the data and

the corresponding tags to the CSP in tag generation phase.

Finally, in order to audit data integrity, the TPA sends the

challenge message to the CSP and the CSP returns a proof

message to the TPA in audit phase.

A. KEY GENERATION PHASE

Setup: The KGC produces the systems parameters and the

master key as follows:

• [(1)] The KGC chooses a group G of the prime order

q based on an elliptic curve E defined over a finite field

Fp, where P is a generator of G.

• [(2)] The KGC chooses four cryptographic secure hash

functions: H1 : {0, 1}∗ → Z
∗
q, H2 : {0, 1}∗ → Z

∗
q,

H3 : {0, 1}∗ → Z
∗
q and H4 : {0, 1}∗ → Z

∗
q.

(3) The KGC randomly selects λ ∈ Z
∗
q and computes

Ppub = λ · P.

The KGC publics the system parameters params =

{p, q,G,P,Ppub,H1,H2,H3,H4} and keeps the master key

λ secretly.

PartialKeyGen: Given the DOi’s real identity IDi ∈ Z
∗
q,

the KGC executes as follows:

1) [(1)] The KGC randomly chooses ui ∈ Z
∗
q, com-

putes PIDi,1 = ui · P and PIDi,2 = IDi ⊕

H1(ui · Ppub||PIDi,1). The DOi’s pseudo identity is

PIDi = {PIDi,1,PIDi,2}.

(2) The KGC randomly chooses di ∈ Z
∗
q, computes

Di = di · P, τi = H2(PIDi||Di) and yi = di + λ · τi.

(3) The KGC sends the DOi’s pseudo identity

PIDi = {PIDi,1,PIDi,2} and the partial key {Di, yi}

to the DOi through a secure channel.

SecretValueGen: The DOi randomly chooses xi ∈ Z
∗
q as

his/her secret value.

PublicKeyGen: The DOi computes Xi = xi · P. The public

key of the DOi is {Di,Xi}.

B. TAG GENERATION PHASE

TagGen: Given the data M , the DOi generates the tags as

follows:

(1) The DOi splits the data M into n blocks as

M = {m1,m2, · · ·,mn}, where ml ∈ Z
∗
q,

l ∈ {1, 2, · · ·, n}.

(2) For l ∈ {1, 2, · · ·, n}, the DOi randomly chooses

rl ∈ Z
∗
q and computes Rl = rl ·P, ωl = H3(Xi||Rl ||idl),

φl = H4(Di||Rl ||idl) and sl = rl ·ml + ωl · xi + φl · yi,

where idl denotes the unique identify of ml .

(3) The DOi outputs the tags σ = {R1,R2, · · ·,Rn, s1, s2,

· ··, sn}. Then, the DOi uploads data M and tags σ to

the CSP. At the same time, the DOi deletes the local

data M .

C. AUDIT PHASE

Challenge: After receiving the delegation from the DU,

the TPA produces a challenging message chal by executing

the following steps:

(1) The TPA randomly selects a subsetQ (with c elements,

c ≤ n ) of set {1, 2, · · ·, n}, |Q| = c.

(2) For j ∈ Q, the TPA randomly chooses vj ∈ Z
∗
q and

sends chal = {(j, vj)}j∈Q to the CSP.

ProofGen: After receiving the challenging message

chal = {(j, vj)}j∈Q, the CSP produces a data integrity proof

proof by executing the following steps:

(1) The CSP computes

α =
∑

j∈Q

vj · sj · P, β =
∑

j∈Q

vj · mj · Rj.

(2) The CSP sends the proof proof = {α, β} to the TPA.

Verify: After receiving the data integrity proof

proof = {α, β}, the TPA checks the correctness by executing

the following steps:

(1) The TPA computes τi = H2(PIDi||Di).

(2) For j ∈ Q, the TPA computes ωj = H3(Xi||Rj||idj) and

φj = H4(Di||Rj||idj).

(3) The TPA verifies whether equation

α
?
= β+(

∑

j∈Q

ωj · vj) · Xi + (
∑

j∈Q

φj · vj) · (Di + τi · Ppub).

If the equation holds, the TPA outputs 1, otherwise it

outputs 0.

The overview of the proposed scheme is depicted

in Figure 2.
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FIGURE 2. Overview of the proposed scheme.

Correctness

α =
∑

j∈Q

vjsj · P

=
∑

j∈Q

vj(rj · mj + ωjxi + φj · yi) · P

=
∑

j∈Q

vjrjmj · P+
∑

j∈Q

vjωjxi · P+
∑

j∈Q

vjφjyi · P

=
∑

j∈Q

vjmj · Rj + (
∑

j∈Q

vjωj) · Xi + (
∑

j∈Q

vjφj)

· (Di + τi · Ppub)

= β + (
∑

j∈Q

ωj · vj) · Xi + (
∑

j∈Q

φj · vj) · (Di + τi · Ppub)

V. SECURITY ANALYSIS

In this section, we give a formal and strict security proof of

the proposed CLPDP scheme. Furthermore, error detection

probability, data privacy preservation, identify privacy preser-

vation and traceability are analyzed.

A. SECURITY PROOF

Theorem 1: Suppose there exists an adversary A1 could

break the proposed scheme with the non-negligible probabil-

ity ε, we can construct an algorithm B to solve the ECDL

problem with the probability ε′ ≥ ε · (1−
qH2 ·qp
q

) · (1−
qp
qH2

) ·

(1−
(qH3+qH4 )·qt

q
) · (1 −

qt
qH2

) · 1
qH2

, where qHi is the number of

Hi(i = 2, 3, 4) queries, qp is the number of partial key queries

and qt is the number of tag queries.
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Proof:Given an instance (P, a·P) of the ECDL problem,

the task of B is finding an integer a ∈ Z
∗
q. B chooses an

pseudo identity PIDO as a challenging identity and simulates

C to interact withA1 in theGame 1. To response quickly and

avoid the inconsistency, B maintains the following lists.

• H1 list L1: The form of L1 is (1i, µi) and it’s initially an

empty list.

• H2 list L2: The form of L2 is (PIDi,Di, τi) and it’s

initially an empty list.

• H3 list L3: The form of L3 is (Xi,Rl, idl, ωl) and it’s

initially an empty list.

• H4 list L4: The form of L4 is (Di,Rl, idl, φl) and it’s

initially an empty list.

• List L5: The form of L5 is (PIDi, yi,Di, xi,Xi) and it’s

initially an empty list.

Setup:B setsPpub = a·P and returns the system parameters

params = {p, q,G,P,Ppub,H1,H2,H3,H4} to A1.

H1 query: A1 makes a hash H1 query on 1i, B answers as

follows:

• If 1i exists in L1, B retrieves the tuple (1i, µi) and

returns µi to A1.

• Otherwise, B randomly picks a value µi ∈ Z
∗
q, returns it

to A1 and inserts (1i, µi) to L1.

H2 query: A1 makes a hash H2 query on (PIDi,Di), B

answers as follows:

• If (PIDi,Di) exists in L2, B retrieves the tuple

(PIDi,Di, τi) and returns τi to A1.

• Otherwise, B randomly picks a value τi ∈ Z
∗
q, returns it

to A1 and inserts (PIDi,Di, τi) to L2.

H3 query: A1 makes a hash H3 query on (Xi,Rl, idl, ωl),

B answers as follows:

• If (Xi,Rl, idl) exists in L3, B retrieves the tuple

(Xi,Rl, idl, ωl) and returns ωl to A1.

• Otherwise, B randomly picks a value ωl ∈ Z
∗
q, returns it

to A1 and inserts (Xi,Rl, idl, ωl) to L3.

H4 query: A1 makes a hash H4 query on (Di,Rl, idl), B

answers as follows:

• If (Di,Rl, idl) exists in L4, B retrieves the tuple

(Di,Rl, idl, φl) and returns φl to A1.

• Otherwise, B randomly picks a value φl ∈ Z
∗
q, returns it

to A1and inserts (Di,Rl, idl, φl) to L4.

Partial key query: A1 makes a partial key query on PIDi,

B first checks whether PIDi exists in L2. If not, B makes the

hash H2 query on PIDi itself to generate τi. Then B answers

as follows:

• If PIDi 6= PIDO, B checks whether PIDi exists

in L5. If PIDi exists in L5, B retrieves the tuple

(PIDi, yi,Di, xi,Xi) and returns (Di, yi) to A1. Oth-

erwise, B randomly picks yi ∈ Z
∗
q and computes

Di = yi · P − τi · a · P. If the tuple including τi already

appears on the list L2, B picks another yi ∈ Z
∗
q, and

tries again. Then, B returns (Di, yi) to A1 and inserts

(PIDi, yi,Di, xi,Xi) to L5.

• If PIDi = PIDO, B aborts.

Secret value query: A1 makes the secret value query on

PIDi, B answers as follows:

• If PIDi exists in L5, B retrieves the tuple (PIDi, yi,Di,

xi,Xi) and returns xi to A1.

• Otherwise, B randomly chooses xi ∈ Z
∗
q and sets

Xi = xi · P. Then, B returns xi to A1 and inserts

(PIDi, yi,Di, xi,Xi) to L5.

Public key query: A1 makes the public key query on

PIDi, B answers as follows:

• If PIDi exists in L5, B retrieves the tuples (PIDi, yi,Di,

xi,Xi) and returns (Di,Xi) to A1.

• Otherwise, B makes the partial key query and secret

value query on PIDi. Then, B returns (Di,Xi) to A1.

Public key replacement query: A1 makes the public key

replacement query on (PIDi,D
′
i,X

′
i ), B executes as follows:

• If PIDi exists in L5, B updates the tuple (PIDi, yi,Di,

xi,Xi) to (PIDi, yi,D
′
i, xi,X

′
i ).

• Otherwise, B inserts (PIDi, ⊥,D′
i, ⊥,X ′

i ) to L5.

Tag query: A1 makes the tag query on (idl,ml) under

(PIDi,Di,Xi). B first checks whether PIDi exists in L2, L3
and L4. If not, B makes the hash H2, hash H3 and hash H4

query itself to generate τi, ωi and φi. Then B answers as

follows:

• If PIDi 6= PIDO, B randomly chooses sl ∈ Z
∗
q,

computes Rl = m−1
l · (sl · P− ωl · Xi − φl(Di + τi)) and

returns (sl,Rl) to A1. If ωl already appears on the list

L3 or φl already appears on the list L4, B picks another

sl ∈ Z
∗
q and tries again.

• If PIDi = PIDO, B aborts.

Forgery: Finally, A1 outputs a forgery tag (s∗,R∗) on the

block (m∗, id∗) under (PID∗,D∗,X∗). If PID∗ 6= PIDO,

B aborts and outputs fail. Otherwise, based on the forking

lemma [33], B outputs another valid tag (s′∗,R∗) on the same

block (m∗, id∗) by replaying procedure with the same random

tape but a different choice of H2. Then B has

s∗ · P = m∗ · R∗ + ω∗ · X∗ + φ∗ · (D∗ + τ ∗ · a · P),

s′
∗

· P = m∗ · R∗ + ω∗ · X∗ + φ∗ · (D∗ + τ ′∗ · a · P).

Thus, B gets

s∗ · P− s′
∗

· P = φ∗ · τ ∗ · a · P− φ∗ · τ ′∗ · a · P

s∗ − s′
∗

= φ∗ · τ ∗ · a− φ∗ · τ ′∗ · a

a =
s∗ − s′

∗

φ∗ · τ ∗ − φ∗ · τ ′∗

The solution of ECDL problem is a = s∗−s′
∗

φ∗·τ∗−φ∗·τ ′∗ .

Now, we analyze the probability ε′ that B could solve the

ECDL problem, and there are three possible events.

• E1:B doesn’t abort in the partial key query and tag query.

• E2: A1 outputs a forgery tag (s
∗,R∗) on (m∗, id∗) under

(PID∗,D∗,X∗).

• E3: PID
∗ = PIDO.

Therefore, the successful probability of solving ECDL

problem is defined as

ε′ = Pr [E1 ∧ E2 ∧ E3]

= Pr [E1] · Pr [E2|E1] · Pr [E3|E1 ∧ E2].
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Assuming that A1 can make at most qHi times

Hi(i = 1, 2, 3, 4) queries, qp times partial key queries, qs
times secret value queries, qpk times public key queries, qpkr
times public key replacement queries and qt times tag queries.

We analyze the lower bounds of Pr [E1], Pr [E2|E1], and

Pr [E3|E1 ∧ E2] below.

The simulation of the partial key query aborts if the random

oracle H2(PIDi||Di) is inconsistent. Now, it occurs with the

probability at most
qH2
q
. Therefore, the simulation for qp times

is successful with the probability at least (1 −
qH2
q
)qp .

Partial key query successfully produces a partial key for

PIDi 6= PIDO with the probability 1
qH2

. Thus, it doesn’t abort

for qp times with the probability at least (1 − 1
qH2

)qp .

The simulation of the tag query fails if the random ora-

cle H3(Xi||Rl ||idl) or H4(Di||Rl ||idl) is inconsistent. Now,

it occurs with the probability at most
qH3+qH4

q
. Therefore,

the simulation for qt times is successful with the probability

at least (1 −
qH3+qH4

q
)qt .

Tag query successfully produces a tag for PIDi 6= PIDO
with the probability 1

qH2
. Therefore, it doesn’t abort for qt

times with the probability at least (1 − 1
qH2

)qt .

It is assumed that the probability of A1 outputs a forgery

tag on the block (m∗, id∗) under (PID∗,D∗,X∗) is ε.

B succeeds to forge a tag for PID∗ = PIDO with the

probability 1
qH2

.

Therefore, we have

Pr [E1] ≥ (1−
qH2

q
)qp ·(1−

1

qH2

)qp ·(1−
qH3

+qH4

q
)qt

· (1 −
1

qH2

)qt

≥ (1 −
qH2

· qp

q
) · (1 −

qp

qH2

)

· (1 −
(qH3

+ qH4
) · qt

q
) · (1 −

qt

qH2

)

Pr [E2|E1] ≥ ε

Pr [E3|E1 ∧ E2] ≥
1

qH2

Thus, the probability that B solves the ECDL problem is

ε′ = Pr [E1 ∧ E2 ∧ E3]

≥ ε · (1 −
qH2

· qp

q
) · (1 −

qp

qH2

) · (1 −
(qH3

+ qH4
) · qt

q
)

· (1 −
qt

qH2

) ·
1

qH2

Theorem 2: Suppose there exists an adversary A2 could

break the proposed scheme with the non-negligible prob-

ability ε, we can construct an algorithm B to solve the

ECDL problem with the probability ε′ ≥ ε · (1 −
qs
qH2

) ·

(1 −
(qH3+qH4 )·qt

q
) · (1 −

qt
qH2

) · 1
qH2

, where qHi is the number

of Hi(i = 2, 3, 4) queries, qs is the number of secret value

queries and qt is the number of tag queries.

Proof:Given an instance (P, a·P) of the ECDL problem,

the task of B is finding an integer a ∈ Z
∗
q. B chooses an

identity PIDO as a challenging identity and simulates C to

interact with A2 in the Game 2. As in Theorem 1, the lists

L1, L2, L3, L4 and L5 are maintained by A2.

Setup: B randomly picks a value λ ∈ Z
∗
q as the master key

and sets Ppub = λ ·P. B returns the master key λ and the sys-

tem parameters params = {p, q,G,P,Ppub,H1,H2,H3,H4}

to A2.

Hash H1, H2, H3, H4 queries: It is same to Theorem 1.

Secret value query:A2 makes the secret value query on the

pseudo identify PIDi, B answers as follows:

• If PIDi 6= PIDO, B checks whether PIDi exists

in L5. If PIDi exists in L5, B retrieves the tuple

(PIDi, yi,Di, xi,Xi) and returns xi to A2. Otherwise, B

randomly picks xi ∈ Z
∗
q and computes Xi = xi ·P. Then,

B returns xi toA2 and inserts (PIDi, yi,Di, xi,Xi) to L5.

• If PIDi = PIDO, B aborts.

Public key query: A2 makes the public key query on

PIDi, B answers as follows:

• If PIDi 6= PIDO, B randomly picks xi ∈ Z
∗
q and

computesXi = xi·P. Then,B returnsXi toA2 and inserts

(PIDi, yi,Di, xi,Xi) to L5.

• If PIDi = PIDO, B randomly picks xi ∈ Z
∗
q and

computes Xi = xi · a · P. Then, B returns Xi to A2 and

inserts (PIDi, yi,Di, ⊥,Xi) to L5.

Tag query: It is the same to Theorem 1.

Forgery: Finally, A2 outputs a forgery tag (s∗,R∗) on the

block (m∗, id∗) under (PID∗,X∗,D∗). If PID∗ 6= PIDO,

B aborts and outputs fail. Otherwise, based on the forking

lemma [33], B outputs another valid tag (s′∗,R∗) on the same

block (m∗, id∗) by replaying procedure with the same random

tape but a different choice of H3. Then B has

s∗ · P = m∗ · R∗ + ω∗ · X∗ + φ∗ · (D∗ + τ ∗ · Ppub),

s′
∗

· P = m∗ · R∗ + ω′∗ · X∗ + φ∗ · (D∗ + τ ∗ · Ppub).

Thus, B gets

s∗ · P− s′
∗

· P = ω∗ · X∗ − ω′∗ · X∗

(s∗ − s′
∗
) · P = (ω∗ − ω′∗) · x∗ · a · P

s∗ − s′
∗

= (ω∗ − ω′∗) · x∗ · a

a =
s∗ − s′

∗

(ω∗ − ω′∗) · x∗

The solution of ECDL problem is a = s∗−s′
∗

(ω∗−ω′∗)·x∗ .

Now, we analyze the probability ε′ that B could solve the

ECDL problem, and there are three possible events.

• E1: B doesn’t abort in the secret value query and tag

query.

• E2: A2 outputs a forgery tag (s
∗,R∗) on (m∗, id∗) under

(PID∗,D∗,X∗).

• E3: PID
∗ 6= PIDO.

Therefore, the successful probability of solving ECDL

problem is defined as

ε′ = Pr [E1 ∧ E2 ∧ E3]

= Pr [E1] · Pr [E2|E1] · Pr [E3|E1 ∧ E2].
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Assuming that A2 can make at most qHi times

Hi(i = 1, 2, 3, 4) queries, qs times secret value queries, qpk
times public key queries and qt times tag queries.

We analyze the lower bounds of Pr [E1], Pr [E2|E1] and

Pr [E3|E1 ∧ E2] below.

Secret value query successfully produces a secret value for

PIDi 6= PIDO with the probability 1
qH2

. Therefore, it doesn’t

abort for qs times with the probability at least (1 − 1
qH2

)qs .

The probability of success for the tag query is the same

to Theorem 1.

It is assumed that the probability of A2 outputs a forgery

tag on the block (m∗, id∗) under (PID∗,D∗,X∗) is ε.

B succeeds to forge a tag for PID∗ = PIDO with the

probability 1
qH2

.

Therefore, we have

Pr [E1] ≥ (1−
1

qH2

)qs ·(1−
qH3

+qH4

q
)qt ·(1−

1

qH2

)qt

≥ (1−
qs

qH2

)·(1−
(qH3

+qH4
)·qt

q
)·(1−

qt

qH2

)

Pr [E2|E1] ≥ ε

Pr [E3|E1 ∧ E2] ≥
1

qH2

Thus, the probability that B solves the ECDL problem is

ε′ = Pr [E1 ∧ E2 ∧ E3]

≥ ε · (1 −
qs

qH2

) · (1 −
(qH3

+ qH4
) · qt

q
)

· (1 −
qt

qH2

) ·
1

qH2

Theorem 3: If the ECDL assumption holds in G, the pro-

posed CLPDP scheme is secure against adversary A3.

Proof : Assume the challenging message be

chal = {(j, vj)}j∈Q, where Q is a subset (with c elements)

of set {1, 2, · · · , n}.

IfA3 generates a data integrity proof proof
∗ = (α, β∗) for

chal = {(j, vj)}j∈Q that passes verification with the corrupt

block m∗
j . Thus

α = β∗ + (
∑

j∈Q

ωj · vj) · Xi + (
∑

j∈Q

φj · vj) · (Di + τi · Ppub).

Meanwhile, according to the proposed CLPDP scheme,

the real integrity proof proof = (α, β) for chal = {(j, vj)}j∈Q
also passes verification. So

α = β + (
∑

j∈Q

ωj · vj) · Xi + (
∑

j∈Q

φj · vj) · (Di + τi · Ppub).

Based on the above two equations, it is clear that β∗ = β.

Hence
∑

j∈Q

vj · m
∗
j · Rj =

∑

j∈Q

vj · mj · Rj.

Define 1θ =
∑

j∈Q

vj · (m
∗
j − mj) · rj, we have

β∗ − β =
∑

j∈Q

vj · m
∗
j · Rj −

∑

j∈Q

vj · mj · Rj

=
∑

j∈Q

vj · (m
∗
j − mj) · rj · P

FIGURE 3. Error detection probability.

= 1θ · P

= 0

Given an instance (W , a ·W ) of the ECDL problem,wewill

find an integer a ∈ Z
∗
q. Let P = δ ·a·W+ϕ ·W , in which δ and

ϕ are randomly selected from Z
∗
q. We can get the following

equality

1θ · P = 0

1θ · (δ · a ·W + ϕ ·W ) = 0

δ · 1θ · a ·W + ϕ · 1θ ·W = 0

a ·W = −
ϕ

δ
·W

Then, we can obtain a = −
ϕ
δ
, unless δ is zero. As δ is

a random element in Z
∗
q, so δ is zero with the probability 1

q
,

where q is a l arge prime. Therefore, the probability of solving

the ECDL problem is 1 − 1
q
.

B. ERROR DETECTION PROBABILITY

The proposed CLPDP scheme adopts the random sampling

method [3] to detect data corruption which reduces the com-

munication and computation costs of the TPA. The DO splits

the data M into n blocks. The TPA chooses c (c < n) blocks

for challenge. Suppose that the CSP corrupts x blocks of

n outsourced blocks. Let X be the number of challenged

blocks that will match the corrupted blocks, and PX be the

probability that the misbehavior of the CSP will be detected.

PX = P{X ≥ 1} = 1 − P{X = 0}

= 1 −
n− x

n
·
n− 1 − x

n− 1
· · · · ·

n−c+ 1 − x

n−c+ 1

≥ 1 − (
n− x

n
)c

As a result, we get PX ≥ 1 − ( n−x
n
)c.

The comparisons of detection the probability with different

corrupted blocks are denoted in Figure 3. Assume that the

number of blocks in data M is n = 1, 000, 000. If the CSP

corrupts x = 5, 000 blocks out of 1, 000, 000 blocks, then
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TABLE 2. Security comparisons.

the TPA randomly selects c = 321 blocks for the CSP to

achieve the detection probability of at least 80%. Similarly,

for x = 10, 000, the TPA randomly selects only c = 300

blocks out of the 1, 000, 000 blocks to realize the detection

probability of at least 95%.

C. DATA PRIVACY PRESERVATION

In the audit phase, upon receiving the challenging message

from the TPA, the CSP responds with the data integrity

proof proof = {α, β}, where α =
∑

j∈Q

vj · sj · P and

β =
∑

j∈Q

vj · mj · Rj.

Case 1: The TPA tries to get data from α. Since

α =
∑

j∈Q

vj · sj · P, the data is only included in sj. As vj · sj · P

is an instance of the ECDL problem, it’s computationally

infeasible to obtain sj from α. Therefore, the TPA can’t find

the DO’s data from α.

Case 2: The TPA tries to get data from β. As

β =
∑

j∈Q

vj · mj · Rj, the TPA will try to deal with the equation

β =
∑

j∈Q

vj · mj · Rj to find mj, which is equivalent to solving

the ECDL problem. Hence, the TPA can’t find the DO’s data

from β.

Thus, the proposed CLPDP scheme satisfies data privacy

preservation.

D. IDENTIFY PRIVACY PRESERVATION AND

TRACEABILITY

In the proposed scheme, the DOi uploads data M and tags

σ to the CSP under the pseudo identity PIDi,1 = ui · P and

PIDi,2 = IDi ⊕H1(ui · Ppub||PIDi,1) for unknown ui, where

the real identity IDi of the DOi is perfectly hidden in random

pseudo identity PIDi. To extract the DOi’s real identity IDi,

the adversary should compute PIDi,2 = IDi ⊕ H1(ui · λ ·

P||PIDi,1). However, since ui · λ · P is an instance of ECDL

problem, no adversary can use the pseudo identity PIDi to

obtain the real identity IDi. Therefore, the identity privacy is

duly preserved.

By virtue of the pseudo identity PIDi = {PIDi,1,PIDi,2}

and the master key λ, it is the KGC that can trace the real

identity of theDOi based onPIDi,2⊕H1(λ·PIDi,1||PIDi,1) =

IDi. Therefore, once a block is disputed, the KGC has the

ability to trace the DOi from the tag of the disputed block,

where the traceability can be well satisfied.

TABLE 3. Execution time of operation (millisecond).

The security comparisons between the proposed CLPDP

scheme and several existing schemes [16]–[21] are shown

in Table 2.

It is clear from Table 2 that all schemes realized probabilis-

tic detection, public verifiability and blockless verification.

However, in schemes [16]–[18], the TPA extracts the data

during the auditing process by solving a series of linear

equations [6].Meanwhile, theDO’s identity has been exposed

in schemes [16]–[21]. In particular, only the proposed scheme

simultaneously protects the data privacy and the identity

privacy of the data owner.

VI. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

In this section, the performance of the proposed scheme is

compared with that of existing CLPDP schemes [16]–[21]

in the perspective of computation and communication

costs.

A. COMPUTATION COST

To be fair, we compare the proposed scheme and the existing

schemes [16]–[21] under the same security level of 80-bit. For

the pairing-based schemes [16]–[21], we choose a bilinear

pairing e : G1 × G1 → G2, where G1 is an additive group

formed by a generator P with the order q on a super singular

elliptic curve E : y2 = x3 + x mod p with embedding

degree 2, p is a 512-bit primer number and q is a 160-bit prime

number satisfying the equation q · 12 · r = p + 1. For the

proposed scheme, we employ an additive group G generated

by a point P with the order q on a non-singular elliptic curve

E : y2 = x3 + ax + b mod p, where p, q are 160-bit prime

numbers, a = −3, and b is a random 160-bit prime number.

We rely on the MIRACL Crypto SDK [34] to derive

the running time of related cryptographic operations. The

experiment is run on 64-bit windows 10 operating system

equippedwith 2.53 GHz i5 CPU and 4GBmemory. The aver-

age execution time of the cryptographic operations running

10000 times is shown in Table 3.
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TABLE 4. Comparison of computation cost.

Table 4 shows a comparison of the computation cost of the

proposed CLPDP schemes with that of the existing CLPDP

schemes [16]–[21].

In TagGen phase, the DO in Wang et al.’s scheme [16]

has to carry out n map-to-point hash function operations, 2n

scale addition operations in G1 and 2n scale multiplication

operations inG1. Therefore, the running time is nTH+2nTA+

2nTM ≈ 6.4567n ms. The DO in He et al.’s scheme [17]

has to carry out n+ 1 map-to-point hash function operations,

a general hash operation, n scale addition operations in G1,

2n scale multiplication operations in G1, a scale addition

operation in Z
∗
q and a scale multiplication operation in Z

∗
q.

Therefore, the running time is (n+1)TH+Th+nTA+2nTM+

Ta + Tm ≈ 6.4395n + 3.6201 ms. The DO in Zhang et al.’s

scheme [18] has to carry out three map-to-point hash function

operations, n general hash operations, four scale addition

operations in G1 and 3n + 3 scale multiplication operations

in G1. Therefore, the running time is 3TH + nTh + 4TA +

(3n+3)TM ≈ 4.2900n+15.0751ms. The DO in Kang et al.’s

scheme [19] has to carry out n+1 map-to-point hash function

operations, n general hash operations, 2n scale addition oper-

ations in G1, 4n scale multiplication operations in G1 and n

scale addition operations in Z
∗
q. Therefore, the running time

is (n+1)TH +nTh+2nTA+4nTM +nTa ≈ 9.3137n+3.5819

ms. The DO in He et al.’s scheme [20] has to carry out

n map-to-point hash function operations, n scale addition

operations in G1, 2n scale multiplication operations in G1

and an addition point operation in Z∗
q. Therefore, the running

time is nTH +nTA+2nTM +Ta ≈ 6.4395n+0.0044 ms. The

DO in He et al.’s scheme [21] has to carry out n+ 1 map-to-

point hash function operations, two general hash operations,

n scale addition operations inG1, 2n+ 2 scale multiplication

operations inG1, two scale addition operations in Z
∗
q and two

scale multiplication operations in Z
∗
q. Therefore, the running

time is (n+ 1)TH + 2Th + nTA + (2n+ 2)TM + 2Ta + 2Tm ≈

6.4395n + 6.4987 ms. The DO in the proposed scheme has

to carry out 2n general hash operations, 2n scale addition

operations inZ∗
q, 3n scale multiplication operations inZ∗

q and

n scale multiplication operations inG. Therefore, the running

time is 2nTh + 2nTa + 3nTm + 2TM−ECC ≈ 0.4659n ms.

In ProofGen phase, the CSP in Wang et al.’s scheme [16]

requires to execute c − 1 scale addition operations in G1, c

scale multiplication operations in G1, c − 1 scale addition

operations in Z
∗
q and c scale multiplication operations in Z

∗
q.

Thus, the running time is (c−1)TA+cTM+(c−1)Ta+cTm ≈

1.4462c − 0.0216 ms. The CSP in He et al.’s scheme [17]

requires to execute c − 1 scale addition operations in G1, c

scale multiplication operations in G1, c − 1 scale addition

operations in Z
∗
q and c scale multiplication operations in Z

∗
q.

Thus, the running time is (c−1)TA+cTM+(c−1)Ta+cTm ≈

1.4462c−0.0216 ms. The CSP in Zhang et al.’s scheme [18]

requires to execute 2c − 2 scale addition operations in G1,

2c scale multiplication operations in G1, c− 1 scale addition

operations in Z
∗
q and c scale multiplication operations in Z

∗
q.

Thus, the running time is (2c− 2)TA + 2cTM + (c− 1)Ta +

cTm ≈ 2.8748c − 0.0388 ms. The CSP in Kang et al.’s

scheme [19] requires to execute a general hash operation, c−1

scale addition operations in G1, c + 1 scale multiplication

operations in G1, c scale addition operations in Z
∗
q and c+ 1

scale multiplication operations in Z∗
q. Thus, the running time

is Th+ (c−1)TA+ (c+1)TM +cTa+ (c+1)Tm ≈ 1.4462c+

1.4368 ms. The CSP in He et al.’s scheme [20] requires to
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execute two general hash operations, c − 1 scale addition

operations inG1, c+1 scale multiplication operations inG1,

c scale addition operations inZ∗
q and c+1 scale multiplication

operations in Z∗
q. Thus, the running time is 2Th+ (c−1)TA+

(c + 1)TM + cTa + (c + 1)Tm ≈ 1.4462c + 1.4662 ms.

The CSP in He et al.’s scheme [21] requires to execute a

general hash operation, c−1 scale addition operations inG1,

c + 1 scale multiplication operations in G1, c scale addition

operations in Z
∗
q and c + 1 scale multiplication operations

in Z
∗
q. Thus, the running time is Th + (c − 1)TA + (c +

1)TM + cTa + (c + 1)Tm ≈ 1.4462c + 1.4368 ms. The

CSP in the proposed scheme requires to execute c − 1 scale

addition operations in Z
∗
q, 2c scale multiplication operations

in Z
∗
q, c − 1 scale addition operations in Z

∗
q and c + 1 scale

multiplication operations in G. Therefore, the running time

is (c − 1)Ta + 2cTm + (c − 1)TA−ECC + (c + 1)TM−ECC ≈

0.4012c+ 0.3866 ms.

In terms of Verify phase, the TPA in Wang et al.’s

scheme [16] needs to run three bilinear pairing operations,

c + 1 map-to-point hash function operations, 2c − 1 scale

addition operations in G1 and 2c + 1 scale multiplication

operations inG1. Thus, the running time is 3Tp+(c+1)TH +

(2c− 1)TA + (2c+ 1)TM ≈ 6.4567c+ 35.9125 ms. The TPA

in He et al.’s scheme [17] needs to run two bilinear pairing

operations, c+ 1 map-to-point hash function operations, two

general hash operations, c+2 scale addition operations inG1

and c + 3 scale multiplication operations in G1. Therefore,

the running time is 2Tp+ (c+1)TH +2Th+ (c+2)TA+ (c+

3)TM ≈ 5.0193c + 28.4953 ms. The TPA in Zhang et al.’s

scheme [18] needs to run four bilinear pairing operations, five

map-to-point hash function operations, c general hash opera-

tions, two scale addition operations inG1, five scale multipli-

cation operations inG1, 2c−2 scale addition operations inZ∗
q

and c scale multiplication operations in Z∗
q. Thus, the running

time is 4Tp+5TH + cTh+2TA+5TM + (2c−2)Ta+ cTm ≈

0.0426c+66.2729 ms. The TPA in Kang et al.’s scheme [19]

needs to run four bilinear pairing operations, c map-to-point

hash function operations, c + 1 general hash operations, 2c

scale addition operations in G1, 2c + 3 scale multiplication

operations in G1, c − 1 scale addition operations in Z
∗
q and

c scale multiplication operations in Z
∗
q. Thus, the running

time is 4Tp + cTH + (c + 1)Th + 2cTA + (2c + 3)TM +

(c − 1)Ta + cTm ≈ 6.4949c + 45.5224 ms. The TPA in

He et al.’s scheme [20] needs to run two bilinear pairing

operations, c+ 1 map-to-point hash function operations, two

general hash operations, c+3 scale addition operations inG1

and c + 2 scale multiplication operations in G1. Therefore,

the running time is 2Tp + (c + 1)TH + 2Th + (c + 3)TA +

(c+ 2)TM ≈ 5.0193c+ 27.1511 ms. The TPA in He et al.’s

scheme [21] needs to run two bilinear pairing operations,

c+1map-to-point hash function operations, four general hash

operations, c + 4 scale addition operations in G1 and c + 5

scale multiplication operations in G1. Therefore, the running

time is 2Tp + (c+ 1)TH + 4Th + (c+ 4)TA + (c+ 5)TM ≈

5.0193c + 31.4877 ms. The TPA in the proposed scheme

needs to run 2c + 1 general hash operations, 2c − 2 scale

FIGURE 4. Computation cost of TagGen versus the number of data blocks.

FIGURE 5. Computation cost of ProofGen versus the number of
challenging blocks.

addition operations in Z
∗
q, c scale multiplication operations

in Z
∗
q, three scale addition operations in G and three scale

multiplication operations in G. Thus, the running time is

(2c+ 1)Th + (2c− 2)Ta + 2cTm + 3TA−ECC + 3TM−ECC ≈

0.0764c+ 1.1846 ms.

The computation cost of TagGen, ProofGen and Verify

are illustrated in Figure 4, Figure 5 and Figure 6, respec-

tively. As shown in Figures 4-6, the computation cost of

the proposed scheme is always lower than that of other

schemes [16]–[21]. It is worth note that the proposed

scheme’s advantage becomes more significant when the

number of blocks increased. We assume n = 10000 and

c = 300. In TagGen phase, the proposed scheme requires

about 4.6590 s to generate tags while other schemes [16]–[21]

require 64.5670 s, 64.3986 s, 42.9151 s, 93.1406 s, 64.3950 s,

64.4015 s, respectively, which are significantly decreased by

92.78%, 92.77%, 89.14%, 95.00%, 92.77%, 92.77%, sep-

arately. As for ProofGen phase, the computation cost of

generating the proof for the compared schemes [16]–[21]
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FIGURE 6. Computation cost of Verify versus the number of challenging
blocks.

TABLE 5. Comparison of communication cost.

are 433.8384 ms, 433.8384 ms, 862.4012 ms, 435.2968 ms,

435.3262 ms, 435.2968 ms, respectively, while the pro-

posed scheme is 120.7466 ms, approximately 27.83%,

27.83%, 14.00%, 27.74%, 27.84%, 27.74% separately of

the time required for other schemes [16]–[21]. In Verify

phase, the computation cost of the proposed scheme reaches

24.1046 ms whereas that of other schemes [16]–[21] reach

1972.9225 ms, 1534.2853 ms, 79.0529 ms, 1993.9924 ms,

1532.9411 ms, 1537.2777 ms respectively, nearly 98.78%,

98.43%, 69.51%, 98.79%, 98.43%, 98.43% of saving, respec-

tively. Obviously, the proposed scheme is more efficient than

other schemes [16]–[21].

B. COMMUNICATION COST

At the point, we present the comparison of the communica-

tion cost of the proposed scheme with the existing CLPDP

schemes [16]–[21]. Specifically, we use the length of the

transmitted message to represent the communication cost.

According to the above, the length of G1, Z
∗
q, G and n are

512 bits, 160 bits, 160 bits and 32 bits separately, where n

denotes the number of blocks in data M .

The communication cost includes the challenge message

from TPA to CSP and a response message from CSP to TPA.

Table 5 shows a comparison of the communication cost of the

proposed CLPDP schemes with that of the existing CLPDP

schemes [16]–[21].

1)From TPA to CSP, in the proposed scheme and existing

schemes [16]–[21], the TPA generates the challenging mes-

sage chal = {(j, vj)}j∈Q and sends it to the CSP, where j ∈ n

and vj ∈ Z
∗
q. Therefore, from TPA to CSP, all schemes have

the same communication cost is 192 × c bits as

c
(

|j| + |vj|
)

= c (32 + 160) = 192 × c bits.

2)From CSP to TPA, inWang et al.’s scheme [16], the CSP

generates response message proof = {σ ∗, µ} and sends it to

the TPA, where σ ∗ ∈ G1 and µ ∈ Z
∗
q. Thus, the communica-

tion cost is 672 bits as

|σ ∗| + |µ| = 512 + 160 = 672 bits.

In He et al.’s scheme [17], the CSP generates response

message proof = {S,m} and sends it to the TPA, where

S ∈ G1 andm ∈ Z
∗
q. Thus, the communication cost is 672 bits

as

|S| + |m| = 512 + 160 = 672 bits.

In Zhang et al.’s scheme [18], the CSP generates response

message proof = {S,R, µ,1} and sends it to the TPA, where

S,R ∈ G1 and µ, 1 ∈ Z
∗
q. Thus, the communication cost is

1344 bits as

|S|+|R|+|µ|+|1| = 512+512+160+160 = 1344 bits.

In Kang et al.’s scheme [19], the CSP generates response

message proof = {σ,L, µ} and sends it to the TPA, where

σ,L ∈ G1 and µ ∈ Z
∗
q. Thus, the communication cost is

1184 bits as

|σ | + |L| + |µ| = 512 + 512 + 160 = 1184 bits.

In He et al.’s scheme [20], the CSP generates response

message proof = {R, S, ω} and sends it to the TPA, where

R, S ∈ G1 and ω ∈ Z
∗
q. Thus, the communication cost is

1184 bits as

|R| + |S| + |ω| = 512 + 512 + 160 = 1184 bits.

In He et al.’s scheme [21], the CSP generates response

message proof = {XF , 8F ,RCS , 8CS , sCS} and sends it to

the TPA,whereXF , 8F ,RCS , 8CS ∈ G1 and sCS ∈ Z
∗
q. Thus,

the communication cost is 2208 bits as

|XF | + |8F | + |RCS | + |8CS | + |sCS |

= 512 + 512 + 512 + 512 + 160 = 2208 bits.

In the proposed scheme, the CSP generates response mes-

sage proof = {α, β} and sends it to the TPA, where α, β ∈ G.

Thus, the communication cost is 320 bits as

|α| + |β| = 160 + 160 = 320 bits.
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FIGURE 7. Communication cost.

When c = 300, Figure 7 depicts a comparison of the

communication cost between the existing schemes [16]–[21]

and the proposed scheme. As shown in Figure 7, from TPA

to CSP, all schemes have the same communication cost

of 57600 bit. However, from CSP to TPA, the proposed

scheme can save 352 bits, 352 bits, 1024 bits, 864 bits,

864 bits and 1888 bits bandwidth, respectively, significantly

decreased by 52.38%, 52.38%, 76.19%, 72.97%, 72.97% and

85.51% respectively compared with other schemes [16]–[21].

Apparently, the proposed scheme has less communication

cost than other schemes [16]–[21].

VII. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we have put forward an efficient privacy-

preserving CLPDP scheme for cloud storage. The proposed

scheme can eliminate the issues of expensive certificate

management and key escrow by taking advantage of cer-

tificateless cryptography. By means of the random sampling

method, the proposed scheme satisfies provable data posses-

sion. In addition, the proposed scheme doesn’t need any bilin-

ear pairing and map-to-point hash operations. Meanwhile,

the proposed scheme settles the issue of data privacy

preservation and the DO’s identify privacy preservation.

Furthermore, we show that the proposed scheme is provably

secure in the random oracle model. Lastly, performance anal-

ysis has illustrated that the proposed scheme is efficient and

practical in the perspective of computation and communica-

tion costs.
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